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How will it affect the SUS?
By BARRY BRADLEY
Assistant Editor

Now that the committee chairmanships for the new
legislative session have been filled, it becomes necessary to
examine how these changes will affect the students in the State
University System (SUS).
FTU Student Body President Rick Walsh thinks the new
appointments look good for the students.
"The appointment of Rep. James Redman, D-Plant City, as
chairman of the House Education Committee was a surprise to
everyone," said Walsh. "Everyone excepted Rep. Richard
Hodes to be reappointed to the education chairmanship."
Redman is the representative who was reportedly to have
introduced Activity & Service ·Fee (A&SF) legislation which
would have been unfavorable to students.
Walsh thinks that due to aggressive student lo[lbying

Redman will introduce an A&SF bill more amendjible to both
students and administration.
·
"Most of the other legislators I've talked with think that :
Redman will be fair," said Walsh.
Walsh said Hodes was replaced mainly because of his
disagreements with House Speaker Donald Tucker over last
year's budget. Hodes sought to raise expenditures for
education over Tucker.'s objections, Walsh said.
"Tucker has alienated the teacher unions in Florida because ·
he appointed Redman and Redman is a · strict fiscal
conservative," said Walsh.
"As a result of Tucker's appointments, he (Tucker) has
killed any chance of running for governor in 1978," Walsh said.
"He's just made too many enemies."'
Concerning other appointments made by Tucker, Walsh said

the Republicans were upset by Tucker's cuts in the Republican
staff. House Minority Leader Bill James' staff was cut from 11
to two employes.
"As a result," said Walsh, "most of the Republicans will be
joined by the disgruntled Democrats on many issues. Whereas
in the past it has been mainly urban against rural voting by the
legislators. Now it seems that because of Tucker's
appointments, some of the legislators will be anti-Tucker on
anything."
Walsh said the 22 delegates from Dade County were very
upset about the new appointments and that bloc of 22 votes
could sway the vote on many tight issues.
"There were so many changes in chairmanships that the
attitude of the legislature will be hard to predict" Walsh said
"but I think the picture looks for education this y~ar."
'
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THE BEGINNING... AND THE END. FTU
students display . the spectrum of expression

from anxious days at registration (left) to
the final relief of graduation day.

·New FTU assistant dean
The FTU Bookstore has long
monopolized the market for
textbooks. Now it has some
competition in the newly opened
Varsity Bookstore located across
from the university. Is there really
any difference between the two?
See story on page 7.

King Kong has staged a
comeback, but if you're
wondering whether it's worth the
$3.50 price tag, read the movie
review on the new $28 million
remake on page 8.

Fisher a-w-are of needs
a Master's degree. Fisher served as a hospital administrator
"I think . a major problem that we all ·race is
communication ... opening avenues of communication to this
for four years with the Army Medical Service Corps and
student body," said Dr. Kenneth E. "Pete" Fisher, FTU's
received his Master's degree in student personnel
new assistant dean of men. Fisher is acutely aware of a lack
administration in 1968 from Florida State University.
of unity in the student body. "When you have a commuter
His first job out of college in 1968 was as a resident
student body it is always difficult to embrace them all and
instructor at FTU's dormitories. "When I fi{st worked here
to let them know that we are interested in helping them,"
the two resident instructors were responsible for the
he said.
campus after 5 p.m," Fisher said. Only Residence Halls A
Fisher said his man project will be "attracting all
and · B were completed then. "There was no
students. Hopefully we'll be able to create programs that
landscaping ... the Administration Building and the reflective
will appeal to · all the students." Dean of men, Fisher is
pool were a huge mound of dirt. A lot of the nights were
responsible for campu&-wide planning. He is also responsible . spent playing on that dirt,'' he reflected. "The students
for the coordination of the fraternity system, and along
were close, and it was a real nice atmosphere. You lose a lot
with Dean of Women Pauls Galberry, for the residence
of that as an institution grows," he said.
halls.
Fisher voiced his hopes for the coming year: "Hopefully
Fisher began as coordinator of FTU's Office of Veteran
we can serve as a conduit from the students to the
Affairs in September of 1976, and decided to apply when
administration. We would love to see students on a more
he heard about a new position opening up. Two
personal basis. .. in a more positive way than as a disciplinary
requirements of the job were administrative experience and
role."
·
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The Knights made it seve n
straight against Northwood
· Institute from Michigan, 115-74.
Led by_ Bo Clark's 31 points, the
· squad is tuning up for its first
conference matchup against
Eckerd Wednesday. For an
account of the game, see page 11.

NEW 2,500 SEAT
gym was nearing its final
stages of completion this
week in preparation for the
first "home" g<!-me for the
Knights: Head
Coach
Torchy Clark's roundballers
will face Sunshine State
foes Rollins tomorrow night
in their' second conference
game of the season. Story
on page 11.
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FTU helps staff 'We Care' and 'Teen Hotline'

Volunteers are 'actively concerned friends'
By JODY GOMEZ
Staff Writer

A small, gray building, part of an
old duplex, stands in downtown
Orlando among other equally dreary
buildings. The exterior of the cement
complex does not reflect any of the
interior where yellow seems to be the
primary color. Inside, a yellow office
phone
rings and almost
simultaneously a voice answers:
"Hello, this is We Care, can I help
your'
The building is the central office
for a community service agency
which combines two programs We
Care and Teen hotlines. Both are part
of a crisis intervention program
designed to help anyone with a
problem 24 hours a day. One worker
referred to the volunteers that make
up the staff as "actively concerned
friends."
The 85 volunteers that work shifts
seven days a week range in age from
18 to 85. Dr. Robert Brigham, FTU
associate professor of Mathematical
Sciences, is one of the volunteers.
"I felt like I had a pretty good life
and I wanted to do something useful
in return," Brigham said about the
service project. He found We Care
through ~he Volunteer Service
Bureau and has since been with the
organization four years. Contact can
also be made through FAVORS the
FTU Volunteer Referral Society.
Two other volunteers from FTU
are . seniors Marty Leech, · a
communication-disorder major and
Steve Malone, a psychology major.
Their reasons for joining the program
were primarily because they wanted
to help people. Both have worked at
We Care for one year.
Working on the hotline can be a
very scary experience at first Brigham
said. He said he felt like he was
"messing around" with someone's
life . He remarked, "You wonder, ge e,
l'm not a p sychiatrist. Am I going tci
b e able to handle the situation?"
The situations cover a w ide varie ty
of problem areas, froin financial to
suicidal problems. The vo lunteers are

put through a training program to
better prepare them to handle any
problem that may arise. Major issues
such as alcoholism, suicide and sexual
problems are discussed.
The training can be beneficial to
anyone because, according to
Malone, the same principles can be
applied when dealing with friends.
If a problem exists that is too big
for any of the volunteers to handle,
Brigham said that then the problem is
given to a professional board of
psychiatrists and psychologists. Often
the caller is in need of urgent help
and so a crisis intervention team is
sent out to aid the person in need,
explained Brigham.
"When the people call, they really
don't want a solution ," Brigham
commented, "They just want
someone to listen." He also said that
the organization believes very
strongly in confidentiality and
stresses that the volunteers don't
reveal any details or infringe on a
persons private life without fir st
ge.tting their permission.
Malone, agreed with Brigham and
said that, in general, volunteers are
non-directive in giving advice but that
there is one time a volunteer can not
be non-directive, and that is when the
caller is threatening suicide.
In 1975, the hotlines jointly
received 748 phone calls from person
threatening suicide. Brigham said in
suicide cases, the p.erson involved - is
actually crying out for help. He said
that the fact that they call shows
they are willing to listen.
Handling such a problem would
begin with confronting _the person,
talking about it and setting up

alternatives for solving the problem.
"You can't just say I care about
your because that sounds kind of
false," Brigham said. "We listen, we
let them talk, we let them know that
we
think their problem is
important."
Though both hotlines have
specified 'a ge groups, either will take
calls from anyone regardless of age.
Brigham remarked "We are trying to
de-emphasize the Teen (as in Teen
Hotline) because we have some three
and four year olds call up."
Originally geared for older people,
the hotline, forme d in 1965, received
many of its calls from teenage.r s. A
second agency was developed and
named T een so that teenagers could
have their own center to call for
problems related to their age groups.
Many of the callers are also ove r
65 and are either lonely, or have
f~ancial or health problems, said
Bngham.
And the calls keep c~m~g, from

f.·:

TAP

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR FTU BLACK STUDENTS
The F.T.U. Developmental Center, in cooperation with the

BRAND MAN

for F.T.U. Black Students. ·

INVITES YOU
TO VISIT

The Program includes individual student to student tutoring
and small group instruction, in the ' following areas:

CJJRAND ELE(;TRONICs

Tutoring in college subjects
Reading Efficiency and Study Methods
Writing Skills
Speaking
Writing Term Papers and Reports
Preparing for and Taking Examinations
Mathematics

INTERSTATE MALL
ORLANDO FASHI0°N SQUARE

NAME BRAND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
-

ALWAVS AT !HE RIGHT PRICE -

894-0961

Master Charge
Bank Americard

Give Heart Fund :

Leech added, "What would it be
like if we weren't around?"
And said Brigham, "'I think the
thing that strikes me the most is that
there are an awful lot of unhappy
people. We've problems beyond any
I've ever been able to imagine and I
think that in that sense I begin to
appreciate my problems more than
other people."

Black Student Union, is now providing a new assistance program

Financing Avai_lable

Ame-rican Heart Assbciation

persons young and old, m desperate
need of help or just wanting a friend.
In 1975, 7,685 persons made calls to
the ho tlines.
And the volunteers, the ones that
answer these calls, why do they do
it?
"It's constructive," said Malone,
"What would I be doing if I
weren't?"

For the Best Deals
in Town!!!

T.he Tutorial Assistance Program is open to all F.T.U. Black
Students without cost.
Interested Black Students should contact the Student
Coordinator, Linda George, at the Developmental Center,
, Residence C, Room 121.

Tuesdays and Thursdays
2:00- 8:00 p.m.-

I Will Not Be Undersold!

January~

14

Louis Bellson - Nationally Known
Drummer-CI in icia n
Will hold a clinic for all persons
interested in music, starting 4:00 p.m.
Music Rehearsal Hall (Free Admission)

5:30 will give a concert with the F.T.U.
Jazz Band at the Village Center
Auditorium Concert Admission - $2.00 Public
Infor1nation: Call Music Rehearsal Hall OfficeDr. Gerald Welker

$1.00 Students
with 1.D.

Financial aid office offers
-many forms of assistance
By ANN BARRY
S taff Writer

Students lacking sufficient funds
to attend FTU or who are having
financial problems should apply
immediately to FTU's Financial Aid
office to receive monetary awards in
the form of scholarships, grants,
loans and part-time employment for
use in the 1977-78 school year.
Applications for aid were accepted
beginning Dec. 1 and the deadline is·
May 1. Deadline for competitive aid
programs is March 1. Late
applications are accepted
·conditionally.
Financial aid applications and a
Financial Status form are available at
t h e FTU Financial Aid office
(ADMIN 282) and at counselor
offices in local schools. On the
financial status form the independent
student or a student's parent must
submit figures of income and living
costs. These ai;e used in deti;rmining
. an individuals need for assistance.

Photo by Leo Mallete

WHILE MANY S'J;'UDENTS ventured home during the
Christmas break, these two FI'U students ·spent _p art of their
vacation working on their project for the annual Engineers
Fair to be held here Febi:uary 25-26.
·
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New IFC officers cite
•
goal
'cooperatio.n ' as niazn
By JOE KILSHEIMER
S taff W riter

Eric Yount, the new president of ·
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)
said Tuesday one of his main goals as
president would be to achieve greater
cooperation between FTU's present
fraternities.
Yount said the fraternities are
finally beginning to realize the way
to strengthen the present fraternity
system is by working together. Yount
also said another major problem is
the fraternities are not educated in
how to conduct.an effective rush.
Yount and Steve Hartman,
vice-president of IFC, will be working
to coordinate the activities of the
fraternities. and holding a leadership
seminar on how to conduct a rush.
Hartman said two or three
fraternities' have run effective rushes
in the last couple of years and their
membership has grown as a result.
But other chapters have lagged
behind.
Hartman felt while the fraternities
did have some problems, FTU' s
fraternity system is strong and will
continue to get stronger. He said one
of the strengths of the fraternity
system here is in intramurals where
there is keen competi tion between
the fraternities. Yount said the social
aspect of the fraternities was another
strength.
Another goal Yount and Hartman

ERIC YOUNT
- IFC president
will be working for is the
introduction of Greek housing on
campus. Hartman said the land that
has been p u t aside and the funds
which will be appropriated make
Greek ht:Ju sing a reality within the .
next two years, although specific
plans have n ot been finalized.
Yo u nt sa i d fraternities are
definitely growing across the n ation.
"Tl)ere was a slowdown in t he late
1960s with all the student unrest but
n·~w they are definitely growlng,"
said Youn t.

Senate wants drain
for reflecting pond
A measure was passed in the Student Senate that called for the construction
of a filtration and maintenance system in the reflecting pond located beh ind the
Administration Building in the last meeting of the fall q uarter.
·
The resolution, sponsored by Senators Driggers and Popko, called attention
to the fact that at the present time there is no drain or fi ltration system , and no
means to crrculate the water to prevent it from becoming stagnant. The
resolution also said that the present method of cleaning the pond involves
draining the pond and the use of at least two men to clean it.
After a short discussion, the resolution was passed unanimously.

FTU student·
dead at 42
Patricia Claire V arley , 42, a
student at FTU died Dec. 10 of heart
related ailments.
Mrs. Varley was m ajor ing in
secondary education -English language
arts edu cation while attending FTU,
as well as teaching English at
· GlcmridRe Junior High SchooL ~ :

Varley~ a member of the Un ited

Methodist Church of Winter Park and
serv"ed as pre side n t o f the church
seekers Club .
Survivors include h er h u sb and ,
J ack, sons MiChael and Scott, and
father, Ho ward H. R ogers.

STEVE HARTMAN
-IFC veep

Completion of this year's new
standard application is easief than .in
the past and involves affirming that
funds received will be used solely for
education at this institution.
Applications must be filled out in
duplicate and one copy mailed to the
FTU office and the other to the
supplied Tallahassee address for the
highly competative aid programs.
· These programs include loans such as
the Law Enforcement Educational
Loan for full-time inservice law
enforcement officers who seek a
career in that field, · the National
Direct Student Loan for students
from low and moderate income
families, and the General Student Aid
Loan which is a short-term loan (one
to six months) assisting students with
an interim money problems such as a
Florida Insured Student Loan
application in process or V.A. claim
problems.
Most of the grants offered are very
tight, namely, the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant for
applicants showing exceptional
financial need, the Florida ·student
Ass istance Grant primarily for
entering freshmen or junior college
transfers, the Law Enforcement
Ed u cation Grant for inservice
enfo r cement officers an d t h e
Non-Florida Tuition Waiver for
o u t-of-state students with potential

for positive contribution to the
university environment.
Other available loans, grants and
scholarships, some of which can be
jumped into, are listed in the FTU
bulletin and in Financial Aid
pamphlets.
The financial need of the applicant
is a basic consideration in his or her
acceptance. Favored applications are
those of talented students,
minorities, single needs of
households, apartment students and
students proficient in athletics. Late
applicants and others with sufficient
funds are at a disadvantage.
Don Bald wirr, director of Financial
Aid, estimates that some 5,000
applications will be received for next
year and the department will be
"scraping the bottom of the barrel"
in coming up with the funds which
are supplied by federal," stat.! and
local sources in allotments only. The
F lorida: Insured Student Loan (for
student's families with an adjusted
gross income of under $15,000) has
an allotment of $942;000 and FTU's
utilization of · this program rates
fourth in the state. The program's
funds have been used up t his year, in
fact, another $400,000 is needed to
pay all applicants.
_
Employment opportunities at FTU
have also become scarce d ue to lack
of funds for salary payments.

·FTU vets eligible
for additional ·aid
About 1,200 veterans presently
enrolled at FTU will be eligible to
receive increased benefits under
the new GI educational bill t h at
went into effect Jan. 1.
Signed into law by President
Gerald Ford on Oct. 15, 1976,
the law increased the length of
time that veterans can receive
assistance from 36 to 45 months.
The maxiumum amount for
education loans was increased
from $600 to $1,500.
Persons who entered the
Armed Forces after Dec. 31, are
vot eligible to receive free
benefits as have been provided in
previous GI bills'.' These people
will be eligible to receive
ed u cational assistance f unds
thro u gh a . federal mat ching
program. While in the service,
they will be able to contribute up

to $2, 700 of their annual salary
towards their edu cation. The
contributions will be matched by
the VA at t h e rate of $2 for every
$1.
The new law also limits the
amo unt of veterans receiving
benefits that can enroll in any one
program. Up to and only 85 per
cent of the enrolled students can
be receiving benefits. According
to the Dec. 13 issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
this limit may force some colleges
across the nation to limit the
enrollment of veterans.
According to Dr. Pete Fisher, ·
FTU assistant_ dean of men, th is
limit will not apply at FTU.
Fisher said that the n u mber of
veterans receiving benefits is
arou nd 12 per cent.

Our
bookie.
John Vanderwerf is
quite an operator. A s
one of the . Student
Government
Cent r a lized Services
b o o k -i e s ,
he ' s
determined that the
SG Book Exchange is
the odds-on favorite
for buying and selling
u sed textbooks.
. The Exchange will ·
put your used books
on sale at a price you
set yourself, and let
you buy used books at
prices that may be
lo wer than bookstores.
O ur bookies may
n o t have every title
you need o r the price
you desire, and y o u
may not find a buye r
for every b ook y o u
want t o sell.
· But it's a su re bet
·the E xchange is w o r th·
check ing o ut w h en
you 're b uy ing
or
selling books.

©
· ~~'

Books will be on sale at the Exchange through
next Friday, Jan. 14. Redeem unsold books Jari. . ,/'
17 through 21. The e xchange ls open 9 a.m. to
I .
.
4 p . m. daily and 5 to 7:30 p . m . Mondays and
Wednesdays in the_ Studen~ Government Centraliz ed '..
.
Ser vices Office, VC 219..
' "il
.
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Budget controls
·limit efficiency
The Student Senate voted last quarter to give the Village
Center (VC) $3,000 to supplement .the · $2,QOO the VC
allocated for Homecoming. The bill was passed with the
stipulation that the VC must have the expenditure approved
by the Student Senate. Student Body President Rick Walsh
clarified the senate's position saying the amendment was
intendei:l to insure the money is spent only for
Homecoming.
.
Unfortunately, in attempting to avoid misuse of student
funds, the Student Government (SG) has managed to
impose monetary controls well beyond its intended limit.
The amount of money to be spent on Homecoming was
not the issue. The contrc;>Versy surrounding the bill hinged
on who's money was to be spent first, the VC's or SG's. But
the rational behind insuring that VC money be spent first is
not relevant since all unused funds revert to SG, anyway.
Consequently the $5,000 Homecoming ceiling should not
be subjected to the additional limitations SG is imposing on
the VC by requiring approval on each expenditure.
The action will take a heavy ·toll in efficiency, but even
more serious, jeopardize scheduling activities dependent on
quick confirmation. No contra_cts can be accepted or
approved unti) money is in a department's account; yet
many busin~sses or groups in the entertainment field
schedule performances on a first come, first serve basis. And
price changes, no matter how large or small, will have to be
referred to the SG for approval. Such procedures, if handled
like some Senate proposals of less controversial nature,
·could proceed beyond Homecoming, itself.
·
In retrospect, exercising such stringent monetary
controls has set a bad precedent for budget allocations in
the future. The senate, if not checked, may find delight in
pressuring organizations largely Q.ependent on their support
into succumbing to the senate's own interests. Not
conforming would mean not being frinded. Student
Government was not designed to exercise such power, nor
was it expected to be held to the. financial accountability
for which it claims to be striving.
Instead, the SG must be willing to trust org;mizations
which. have shown financial responsibility in the past. An
·experience has shown that the VC has shown such
responsibility.
We recommend the senate get off its self righteous
pedestal and give the VC the freedom it needs to organize
homecoming . with a reasonable degree of efficiency - let
them make their budget without legislative interference.
The SG's responsibility lies with distributing Activity
and Service · Fee money, not managing -each organizations
budget.
The Editorial Board

Headline misleading
says ·FTU librarian
Editor,
In the Dec. 3 issue of Future a
front page article is headlined "FTU
Press Publishers Pulitzer Prize
Monimec." The headline is
misleading because it emphasizes that
the book is· a "Pulitizer' Prize
nomine~" rather than pinpointing the
source of that nomination .
The fact is that any book can be
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize and
there have been cases where an
author has nominated 11.is own book.
The Prize committee does not screen
nominations but considers every
·book nominated from every_ source.
The only honor is being awarded the

.

Prize.
Buried at the end of the article is
the source of the nomination .
Assuming that the Miami Herald is
selective in sending its nominees to
the Pulitzer Prize committee, it is an
honor for both the author and the
press that the · Miami Herald
- considered the book worthy of its
nomination. But at this point that is
the only honor and this should have
been made clear m both the headline
and the beginning of the article.

. Future-

Laurie S. Hodge
Reference Librarian,
FTU Library

_

Art' Departnient criticisni
called ullfa-i r by graduate
.

~~

As a recent graduate of the FTU
Art Department in ·the College of
Humanities and Fine (not
commercial) Arts I hope to dispel
some of the all«Olgations recently
publiciz~d in your paper and clarify
some basic philosophical points
concerning the nature of art and
education.
I attended FTU as ~ full-time art
student with a studio concentration
for over two years. During that time I
was enriched, instructed, given
construc1:ive criticism and inost
importantly for an artist/student,
encouraged to work physically and
conceptually. So were many other
students.
I do not recall a classroom or
studio situation when any students
were ever threatened with grades.
The FTU Art Department faculty
is made up of artist/teachers who
creatl: and teach in their owp, unique
ways. As a student I was fortunate to
have these individuals teaching in the
local university. I did not have to
move away . to a distant school to
receive a " good education." The
allegation . that students are not
taught the "basice," is absurd . I was
taught, along with many other
students who cared to learn, all sorts
' of "basics." The allegation that the
teachers do not have a sincere
interest in the students is simply not
true.
When a student produced a good
work, (or even a mediocre work
w_hich · con.tained some ~ood

elements) •the student was
encouragi:d and the work was used as
a
positive example
in
teaching/learning situation.
Concerning the false reports of
the presence of a religious cult I say
LOOK AROUND! We are constantly
bombarded will · billboards and
bumper sticker urging us to adopt the
beliefs of often fanatical religious
zealots. We are subjected to the
blatant hypocrisy of self righteous
evangelists who thrive on
emotionalism to force their beliefs on
us or to get our money ... or both. Our
children are approached on
playgrounds by organized _fanatics
trying to force their beliefs. Need I
mention Northern Ireland?
The FTU ·Art Department has
competent, interesting teachers but i(
· you close your mind you will miss
them. They are not involved with
forcing their religious beliefs. They
are involved with teaching.
Fin ally, from an objective,
academic point of view, the arbitrary
dismissal of a realm of art as "a
monumental · force," cannot be
accepted as valid criticism. Likewise
the referral to the individual work os
the artist/teachers as "generally
weird" does not constitute valid art
criticism. This · is merely opinion
based on the refusal to open one's
mind to the creative work of artists.
FTU is not a factory that turns
out artists, it is a school that accepts
_them.
Adam Aukowski

.
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Other presses
also publish.
books of poetry
Editor,
The piece which you published
concerning Ed Skelling's new book,
"Heart Attacks," misquotes me. The
FTU Press is not the only university
press that publishes poetry. Consider,
for examp-Je, the Yale University
Press and its long-standing Younger
Poets Series. What I told your
reporter was that the FTU Press was
the only member of the State
University Presses of Florida that
presently publishes poetry.
·
Roland A. Browne
Director, FTU Press

FLO~IDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
EDITORIAL BOARD: Ke"y R. Faunce, Editor-in-C.hief; Linda Achee,
Business Manager; Mark S. Hess, Managing Editor; Arla Filko, Associate
Editor; Dale Dunlap, Sports Editor; Anne M~itt, Production Manager.

Deadlines·

EDITORIAL STAFF: Ann B~y, B~y Bradley, Dee Deloy, Lisa
Ferguson, Alan Geeslin, Jody Gomez, Carrie Hunting, Joe Kilsheimer,
Richard Nelson, Bernal Schooley, Fr.ed Sommer.

Letters to the edjtor-3 p.u~
Mo_nday: display and chz~ficd
adi•ertising--4 p.111. Monday;
.editorialc--T11esdqy noon. '

1

BUS/NESS STAFF: Darla Kinney
The Future is published weekly fall, winter and spring, and -biweekly
in the summer at Florida Technological University by President Charles
N. Millican. It is written and edited by students for the university
community, with offices in the Art Complex on Libra Drive:
.
Complaints may be addressed to the editor-in-chief and appealed to
the B()(!rd of Pulilications, Dr. Fredric Fedler, chairman.
.
The ..edftorial is the opinion of the newspaper as formulated by tne
, editor-in-chief and the editorial board, and not necessarily that of th_e
FTU administration. Other comment is the opinion of the writer alone._
This public document was .promulgated at an annual cost of $46,983, .
or 20.4 cents per copy to inform the FTU community of relat~d news, ·
announcements and activities. Annual advertising revenue of $20,457
defrayed 43. 5 per cent of this annual cost. ·
..
._
Mailing address: P.O. Bax· 25000, -Orlando, Florida 32816. Entered as
third class rmil in the U.S. Post Office at Orlando, _FloridJL_

The Future welcomes letters
bearing the writer's signature,
phone number (if there is one)
and address. Letters should be
typed and as brief as possible.
1
Names may be withheld upon
· request. The Future reserves the
right to edit letters to 'meet space
· regu~!!ments.

":t

'4EAR THE LINE' foR ADD-DROP
IS ~flO~TER nus QUARTER.''

Clauified ratt't: .. ..Off
campus·~50
cents per /inf!;
dildnit11-25 cents. ~- Une. (:Z7 .
char11ct_en per llne..)-Displlly . ratt!~ '.
w11n.b/e. on rttquttst.
· ·
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BOR legislative procedure

VC adds new courses
for winter quarter

~cumbersome hut nece~sary'
By BARRY BRADLEY
Assistant Editor

compromises of each university preside nt.
-This involved procedure may sound like so m u ch red
tape, b ut it is designed to accomodate and e n courage the
greatest amount of input into the proposal befor e it is put
b efore the full board.

It is common knowledge that most bills concerning
education in Florida come from proposals generated by the
Board of Regents (BOR). Little may be known, however,
concerning the procedures and steps each proposal must
follow.

Most proposals originating within the BOR come from
either the BOR Staff or from the institutional level The
BOR Staff consist s of the chancellor and his staff. If the
staff sees need for new legislation, they develop the '
recommendation and submit it to the appropriate
committee. If the proposal originates at the institutional
level, such as one of the state's nine universities, it is sent to
the BOR Staff and then on to one of the committees for
further evalu ation and input.

The proposal then goes to the Legislative Policy
Committee wh ich is comprised of some members of the
BOR, the chancellor a nd the university presidents. This
committee is charged with the task of deciding· w h eth er to
seek legislation for the proposal. At this point, and at any
other point, the proposal may be sent back to the previous
committee for revision or any change the legislative
committee sees fit.

Once at the committee stage, the proposal ·is studied
complete ly concerning its impact on the SUS. The
committee may revise the proposal to allow fo r a ny n ew
recpmmendations from within the committee.

Once the propo sal reaches the full board, it is open for
public discussion and recommendation. It is then voted
upon by the bo ard or in som e cases sent back to som e point
in the process for any change or revision the board deems
necessary . If the board approves the proposal a legi slator is
then sought who will introduce the bill in Congress. Once
the proposal reaches the legislature , it becomes a bill and is
acte.d upon like any other bill that is introduce d.

After committee approval, the proposal is sent to the
State Council of University Presidents (SCUP) for further
evaluation. At this level, the impac;t of the proposal on each
of the individual universities is discussed. The proposal can
be rewritten or r e vised in order to conform with the

If the legislature passes the bill, it becomes law. If they
reject it, it must wait until the n ext legislative session or be
sent back to the BOR for the necessary changes. If the
latter is the case, the BOR must seek out another spon sor
for the proposal in order for it to reach the legislature.

~Simply

Shakespeare'

Four new classes have been added
to the five existing leisure courses
offered by the Village Center (VC)
this q u artl!r. The new classes include
backpacking and camping, batik ,
bicycle repair and judo. Holdovers
from the previous quarter are
ceramics, horseback riding I and II ,
karate I and II, photography I and II
and yoga.
All classes are held in late
afternoon or evening. Sign-ups and
fee payment is Jan. 6 to 11 at the
(VC) from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m.
Non-students fees range from $15 to
$17 for IO weeks.
Five more c lasses are planned for

Peddle Your Wares.

••• In the marketpiac-e.

Stan's Bicycle Cenler

makes local tours

1019 W. Fairbanks 647-3296
(1 block west of Holler Chevrolet)

By ANN BARRY

647-3296

S taff Writer

headquarters for ~E,~
bicycle sales and service.

Inside many of us there is a d esire to be a Shakespeare an actor, performing
before a receptive audience in London. For most of us, that dream will n ever
come true. But, for the student s registered in ENG 494 - Simply
Shakespeare-that dream becomes a reality-in p a rt.

We're a facto ry a uth o rized R a le igh dealer so you can be
su re th a t we'll always provide you with the finest service
from the time you first buy your Rale ig h cyc le for as long
as you keep it. You won 't find a better cycle than one of
the many Rale igh models a nd you won't find a better place
to buy o ne .

The students don't perform in London, but in small rural junior high
schools, community colleges and retirement homes. Their audience, according
to Dr. Stuart Omans, coord inator of the group, is u sually receptive. But, Omans
said, the troupe has som etimes been advised not to perform at certain schools
because the audience would be tough and unappreciative. However, these types
of audiences, according to Omans, produce the best responses. .
·
The 4-year-old program, consisting of stu den ts from various majors, studies
the thematic development in Shakespearean plays ow power , magic and
identity. Colorful characters, n arration and transitions are created by the
students to unify the scenes which, being from different plays, are diverse in all
but their themes. "Meet the Troupe" seminars, exp laining the show, follow each
perfo.rmance.

IN THE WINTER ISSUE OF

,campus
NOW ON SALE
[Donned in Dade City)

Bank A_mericard-Master Charge honored

Simply Shakespeare was once a small, informal program but its s~cessful
recep tion at production sites and, essentially, its eager, dedicated and talente d
actors has transformed this 3-hour English course into a 25-hour dramatic
experience.
E mbarrass ing problems have occured in the students weekly e n deavors to
perform Shakespeare. The club has had to perform at all types of facilities, some
without dressing rooms, playing areas or lighting facilities.
"The Magic in Our World," the gro up' s first performance of the winter
quarter, exp lores the theme of imagination in Shakespearean works. The Jan. 13
Apopka audience, will stud y the starring magician and witness how one man's
imagination works on another's, resulting in a form of magic.

CONSCIOUSNESS
GROWTH GROUP
us from enjoying

the here and

How
private are
your
college
records?
IN THE WINTER ISSUE OF

There are many ways to expand our consciousness. One way is to
discover how we create our own reactions to the external world.
Emotionwbacked demands prevent

the spring quarter. They are duplicate
bridge, auto repair, hou seplants,
macrame and ballroom dancing.
The VC also h as a new activity
card policy which went into
operation Jan. 1. For $1 0 an activity
card entitling a student and one g u est
to attend all VC events can be
purchased, The card is available to
a lumni, fac ulty and staff of FTU and
to the general public for $15 and
may be purchased at the VC during
operating hours.
For further information on the
le isure classes, 'fees or schedules, call
the VC program office at 275-2611.

now

reality that life offers us. Demands cause us to reject what is and
experience life as an up and down emotional roller coaster. As we uplevel
demands to preferences, we cease clouding our consciousness with the
effects of anger, resentment, boredom, fear, etc., and become more
perceptive and loving. Our concsiousness begins to operate with an
intuitive wisd(;!m that was ;.;,possible when we were caught up in the
endless chains of emotional rejection .. We · discover that we have more
energy because we no tonger waste it on fruitless struggle. Paradoxically,
we tend to be more effective in getting what we want from the exter nal
world than when we demanded to have it.

In the group we will learn skills that allow us to use everyone and
everything as our teachers. Everytime we experience separati9:1g o..r
alienating emotions we are being offered a golden opportunity to free
ourselves from another consciousness domin ati ng demand. Part of most
group meetings will be used t o practice and master techniques for turning
our emotional turmoil into times of growth. We will learn how we can
systematically and continously keep working on ourselves until we get free
fro m all robot-like emotional programming. This a pp r oach works for
people with well developed rational minds who are willing to learn and use
a systematic approach t o growth.
Interested students should contact:
Or.. Dan Walton
Dorm C, Suite 11 6
Developmental Center
Phone 275-2811
Group based on o Keye•s HANDB OOK TO HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS.

.campus

We also carry "Peugeots, "
Bicycles, and Smily Mopeds

THAT'S MY GIRL

Read

Secret.aria! Services

The Future

Manuscripts, Theses,
Reports and Res·umes
typed
*Reasonable Rates*
831-7274

NOW ON SALE
[Donned in Dade City] -

MAltL'JCNQ

_.; t·A U.CTl·O N:* ·
1941
N.
Hwy, 17-92 · Maitland, Fla.
Located at Maitland Flea Market .

'Scd~ E·v ery Wecinesda'y Niglil:
.
..7:00'·
Furniture, Household ltems."All Kinds of Merchan-dise
· You Name lt--We Sell It
'

AOUARIUS-ETHERIC MAN
AMETHYST •GEM OF FIRE

Bell-An• Industrial Park

Dally Safes From 10 Cl~'!!_· .to 5 e,m~
Need Furniture? Come See Our Selection-of .Goad Used ·
Merchandise.
Moving? We Buy Furniture or Anything of Vatue
Phone 339-6416

1

The True Zodiac Stone for Aquarius
Is Amethyst-''one of the rarest of
all gems - so rare - so beautiful capable of such transcendent polish:?.
Let Its Viole t Rays s oothe and produce
! calming effect on all who view It';
It will protect you against dangers and
misfortunes of all kinds•. It will make
your business affairs prospe r3. It is
the '"Favorite Gem for Lovers,. sym,... bollzlng the depth and consistency of
true love•l. Receive the beneficial love
rays of the Cosmic. Man may be the
greatest Radio Receiver of all times.
Wear an Amethyst high on your throat
over yo ur thyroid - mounted like· a
symbolic eye on a gleaming 5 -pointed
Sterling Silver Star and Chain. Comes
complete with descriptions of t he
Aquparlus Personality. Send $7.95 to .
American Minerals Corp.
Route 303 - Bulldlng B

Orangeburg, N.Y. 109e2

'

'
•
"

All Signs of the Zodiac available
Any (2) only. $14.95
Fernle. Wllllam T .• M .O., 197 3. The
Occult and Curative Powers o f Precious Stones. P. 170 Steiner_ Blau.veil, N.Y,
Ibid P. 169.
' Ibid P. 171.
Hodges. Doris M.. 1961. Healing
·Stones P. 18. Hiawatha, Perry, Iowa.
Ibid P. 17.
' Ib id P. 18.
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Field trips used
to improve classes
Two FTU professors who feel
a good field trip is an invaluable
educational experience, have
incorporated them into their
classroom schedules. ·
Said Dr. Ed Wycoff, assistant
professor of communications,
"Before someone can entirely
understand what is being told to
him, he must first be able to
connect it to the world today."
He and his class of graduate
students have made field trips to
three different organizations in
the Central Florida area during
the fall quarter.
On the first of the trips, the
manager of the Sheraton Towers
Convention Center, Mike McKee,
conducted a tour of the
Sheraton's convention facilities
for
the Communication
Management students.
A second field trip was to the
Florida Bankers Association in
Orlando. Mr. John Milstead of the

association spoke on the planning
that goes into the association and
the different types o( problems
the association deals with. Wycoff
said the students obtained a
whole new perspective of the
banking business.
Most recently, Wycoff's class
visited Sea World where Dick
Weaver, Public Relations director
for Sea ·world, presented to the
students Sea World's different
idea on the developing and
promoting of the theme park
image and how to maintain good
relations with the surrounding
community.
Another recent field trip was
taken by Dr. Frank Kujawa,
associate professor of Geology.
His class returned recently from a
field trip to the Yahna sand
quarry near Clermont. Here the
geology students studied sand
deposits that are 10 million years
old.

Field trips termed 'valuable'
h-y many FTU departments
About 12 FTU departments
presently incorporate field trips as an
additional teaching ilid in their
classrooms. ·
"You name it> we've been there,"
said Dr. Charles Unkovic, chairman
· of the Sociology Department, in
reference to the dozens of prisons,
museums and archeological sites the
students in sociology have visited.
Field trips, according to Maj.
Louis Samelson, director of
Aerospace Studies, offer "motivation
and education. Kennedy Space center
and Patrick and McDill Air Force
Bases are among several of the
outside trips his department has
made.
·
Steven Lotz, chairman of the Art
Department, calls field trips
"legitimate teaching techniques" and
said professors in the art department
frequently visit local exhibits and art
festivals. ·
In the department of Mechanical
and Industrial Engineering, classes go
to power plants, industries and
government complexes.
, Ninety per cent of the Allied
Health Science Department go on

FTU enrollment program
a 'total university effort'
By JODY GOMEZ
Staff Writer

"It's a total university effort,"
said Dr. W. Rex . Brown, vice
president for student affairs, when
asked what FTU does to draw
students here.
He cited eight examples of ways
in which FTU recruits possibilities
for future enrollment. ·
Included in the eight is an
extra-curricular activities day, which
Brown explained as being an
arrangement of various student
oxganizations and academic areas to
which 3,000 to 5,000 high school
students are invited. The high school
students are asked to register, Brown
said and then, "we follow it up with
a letter."
·
Junior night is another way which
Brown stated as being beneficial in

conviricing high school juniors to
choose FTU as their university. At
this time, information on various
subjects is given, such as how to
apply for admission and what
requirements are necessary.
Student affairs teams go out to
high school and community colleges,
Brown said, in the same attempt.
Other ways include a data quiz
effort, where students are asked what
college or university they want to
attend. If the student is undecided,
then the student is given additional
information with hopes ·that he or
she will select FTU.
Brown said, FTU's financial aid
program is also a good reason for
attending FTU. He said that 45 per
cent of the students enrolled at FTU
toctay receive some kind of financial
· aid. He also stated this as being one
of the reasons people are drawn here

New SIE chapter
installed at FTU
Sigma Ro, FTU's chapter of
Sigma Iota Epsilon, an honorary and
professional management society is
currently seeking male and female
management st udent s for
consideration for induction.
To be eligible, undergraduate
students should have attended FTU
for at least one year, and completed
one management course with an A or
B grade.

The national grade point average
(g.p.a.) for induction is 2.66 but
according to Dr. Charles Gallager,
Sigma Ro spokesman, FTU will
"probably" have a higher g.p.a.
requirement.
FTU's chapter. will formally be
installed in March. Gallagher expects
about 25 students to be initiated at
this time.

Village Center
Cafeteria

over the University of Florida or
Florida State University.
"I don't know if we even compete
with them," Brown remarked,
"because they have a program
involving money. Scholarships attract
people and we don't even have those
kind of funds. What we do have is a
good, substantial financial aid
program."
Future recruitment will
emphasize community relations,
especially with minority students,
Brown stated. He said that women
are a major part of the university
because they don't realize FTU is a
multi-purpose university and not
technologicaL
"The best recruitment device is a
graduate student from FTU, who has
performed adequately and been
successful," said Brown. "That is a
satisfied customer."

Hairstyles - wash-and-go
at_Shear Magic Unisex
Hair designs

field trips, accordiflg to Dr. John
Bergner, chairman of the department,
because "the essentials we work
under require directive experience as
part of the program."
The departments that do not
engage in field trips offer the various
reasons.
According to Dr. Paul Hartman,
chairman of the Department of Civil
Engineering, field trips are expensive
and require the completion of a

Teaching
applications

due Jan. 14
All students planning to
participate in the College of
Education, Senior Year Student
Teaching, spring quarter, 1977,
must .submit their application by
Jan. 14 to the Professional
Laboratory Office, GCB 320A.
Application forms are available in
that facility.

Ave.

. luxuriouSiiving
......freishwater

Bdrm.,

sW.tiabudden
.... landlubbers .
'· ·.aJikemayfind .
a Seewald haven
.
here

.'
-

Bath

1

Unfurnished-$109 MO.

~es

I

Un.iversity Villas

one and tWobedroom .
·apartments. °"e

~t~with

IDfty sleeping qlllrten

Furnished--$119/MO.

· · · - 9150

F.ast Aloma~ HaU Road
•m here you can rest
_ . yo~ dinghy

Within walking distance of
the campus

.. :&·78-2221 .·

. 273-5610

'-.·

Village Center
Knight's Den
Now Offers

Breakfast Daily

Serving until 10:00 ·o'cloclc

This Weeks Special:

129 West Fairbanks
. Wjnter Park

liability waver form before a request
for a field trip can be gi;anted.
Then there are others that feel
their departments have no place to
visit. Dr. Ja:ck Noon, chairman of the
Physics Departments, remarked that
normally, the physics department has
few occasions for field trips.
"I don't know where we'd go for
a field trip in philosophy," said Dr.
Robert Flick, chairman of the
Humanities, Philosophy and Religion
Departments. ·

New:

For appointment,

2 eggs any style, home fries,
ham, toast, butter and ielly
for $1.29

Try our frozen

644-5070 .

yougart on cone for so~

The Future Needs
TYPE SETTING PERSONNEL
To operate Compugraphic Compuwriter IV, 12 hours
per week from 6-10 p.m. Must

Daily Luncheon Special
With:
En tree
Salad
Vegetable
Soda

for

minute.

PAY - $2.20 per hour

ADVERTISING SALES PERSONNEL
No

experience

expenence.

97~

Soup Bar, Salad Bar, and
Dell Sandwiches

type SO words per

necessary, Good

l' lexit>le

way

to

gain

sales

hours. PAY - $125 per quarter plus

15% sales commission.
For more information:
Call 275-2865
· or stoe by the Future Office in _the Art Complex
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Main bookstore variant
is used text pricing
By USA FERGUSON
Staff Writer

Although new textbook prices are
the same at the University Bookstore,
located on campus, the Varsity
Books, 4072 Alafaya Trail, students
may get a break in buying used texts
at Varsity Books. ·
"The main difference between the
two bookstores," said Beryl Wagner,
manager of Varsity Books, "is that
our used texts w J be lower, varying
from 40 cents / > $1.20." According
to Wagner, Yr sity Books can sell
used texts for "ss because they offer
a larger supr .y of used books and
their overhea is lower.
All of the used textbooks
compared Nere priced lower at
Varsity
.looks. For example,
"Fundame 1tals of Marketing," by
Stanton . costs $10.50 at the
Universir Bookstore and · $9.80 at
Varsity Books. "Personal Finance"
by Wolf is $11.25 at the University
Bookst,.re and . $10.50 at Varsity
Books.
"Perspective:
An
Introduction to Sociology" by White
and Unkovic costs $8.25 at · the
University Bookstore and $7. 70 at
Varsity
Books.
"Mass
Communication Law," by · Gilmore
and Barron is $12.75 at the
University Bookstore and is priced at
$11.20 ·at Varsity Books.
Used book buyback policies are
basically the same between the two
bookstores. !ah Maxwell, manager of
the University Bookstore, said the
nationwide standard is to buy books
back at 50 per cent of the current
new book price, and sell it for 75 per
cent. However, if a gook will not be
used the following quarter, it will be
bought for the current wholesale
price, if it is bought back at alL
· Maxwell said this summer the
University Bookstore paid 60 per

cent of the current new book price
instead of 50 per cent.
Wagner said Varsity Books will
pay 50 per cent of the current new
book price for books that will be
used the following quarter. Jim
Meeks, assistant manager; explained
that Varsity Baooks will buy back all
books, regardless of whether they
Will be used agam, "as a service to the
students," for current wholesale
price. Wagner added that for one
week d .uring the quarter, all·
merchandise in the store except
textbooks will be marked down 10
per c,ent.
The University . Bookstore and
Varsity Books offer basically the
same merchandise, although the
University Bookstore caters more to
students who live on campus d1an
does Varsity Books.
Both bookstores carry textbooks,
folders, notebooks, sportswear, art
supplies, brief cases, miscellaneous
paperbacks, mugs and bumper
stickers bearing FTU, fraternity or
sorority insignias. In addition, the
University Brookstore offers health
and beauty aids, book bags,. greeting
cards, stationary, posters, wrapping
paper, recoed albums, posters and
wall plaques. At present, Varsity

Books does not carry any of these
· 'items. ·
Maxwell said Monday he didn't
know how the new bookstore .
differed from the university's
because, "I don't know what they
have. I haven't been over there.". Maxwell said he "couldn't really say"
how the competition would affect
the .University Bookstore's business
until the end of June. He added that
the fact that the University
Bookstore is on campus and has been
around a long time will be in his
vavor.
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DRUG

PHONE 365-5601

S.TOR.E

OPEN 9 ·A.M..· 7 P.M •.MON. ·SAT

· Just a few minutes from · i=.T.U.
.

.

.
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WELCOME F.T.Q~ STUDENTS AND FACU~-J"Y!.'
·~~we. are here to se.rve your needs for

.

, Better Health - Cosmetics - Beauty Aids

Bl' ,
·

FI'U STUDENTS WILL HAVE a choice now ' recent opening of the Varsity Boo~store on ·
. where to purchase their textbooks with the · · AJafaya Trail . across from the Unive!'sity.

TO EVERY F.T .U. STUDENT
I have recently been appointed as
your Student-At-Large representative
to the Student Finance Committee.
s one of the two Student-At-Large
members it is my job to recommend
to the Student Senate how FTU
students want their Activity and
Service Fees spent.
For those of you who don 't
already know, the Florida Legislature
passed a law about three years ago
that says that the University must
collect A&S Fees from each student
and that these Fees must be allocated
and expended by Student
Government. At present, this fee is .
$2.14 per quarter hour out of the
tuition YOU pay.
Now $2.14 may not seem like
much but when you add it up each
person who stays four years and gets
an FTU degree contributes MORE
THAN A
WHOLE QUARTER'S
TUITION to this fund. This year's
budget totals about $800,000, and if
FTU continues to grow as in the past
next year's Student Government will
spend A MILLION DOLLARS OF
STUDENT MONEY! Since the
Student Senate's usual procedure is
to
routinely accept the
recommendations of the Student
Finance Committee these five people
will decide, in effect, how to spend
these million dollars in your name.

Personally, I have to suppor.
myself while in school and I can';
afford to waste a whole quarter',
tuition. I don't think many of yo~
can either. Nor do I think you ""1n
just five people to decide how t(,
spend your money without hearint
how you 1'tXznt it spent.
Jn the past this money has payet
for such diverse things as Concerts,
Intercollegiate Athletics, the FTC.
01ild Care Center, and FTU's onl}
student publication, the Future.
This month the commi~tee wiJ,
begin meeting and by the end OJ
thymonth _we must develop prioritiei
and general guidelines fol'. thE
expenditures of these funds. During
this time I will be talking to many oj
you around campus to hear· your
opinions. If you see me around,
please don't be shy -- stop me and let
me know how you feeL
If you don't see me, please leave a
message for me in Student
Government -- 275-2191 -- any time
and 1 will call you back.
I want to do what's best for
every .one, but without input from
you l'll be on my own. I WILL listen,
so it's up to you. Please Call.

·: Greeting Cards - ·Photo Supplies - Gifts
OVIEDO

·'

llANUMERICAAD

These two · books
are ·differ.
e nt.
/
Pricew-ise.
.

.-

They're both used texts
with the same number of
pages and words, but one was
sold in a bookstore and the
other
in ·the Student
Government Book Exchange
75 cents · cheaper. Each
quarter the Exchange allows
FTU students to buy and sell ·
their used books at prices .

they set themselves.
The Exchange may not
have every title you need or
the price you desire, and you
m;;iy not find a buyer for
every book you want to sell.
But the price you may get in
the SG textbook market
makes it worth your ~hile
giving the Exchange a visit.

Books will be on sale at the. Exchange through
next Friday, Jan. 14. Redeem unsold books Jan.
17 through 21. The Exchange .is open 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. dally and 5 to 7:30 p.hl. Mondays and
Wednesdays in the Student Government Centralized
Services Office, VC 219.

©

.

..
.

Sincerely yours,
Sam Snyder .

SH~PPING CE~·ER

"'C:U(lfl

.

.

Local singer Vernon Hall schedules cantpus concert

TALENTED LOCAL MUSICIAN Vernon Hall returns to
Fl'U for a campus concert Monday morning. Hall has
played as an opening act for Jimmy Buffet, Don McClean
and Harry Cha pin.

Vernon Hall, whose mu sic has
been described from folk rock to
country, will be appearing on FTU's
Village Center (VC) Green on Jan. 10
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p .m. This will
be Hall's second performance at
FTU.
Hall's list of instrumental
accompaniment ranges from the siX
and 12 string guitar to piano, fiddle
and a homemade hammer dulcimer.
A dulcimer is an instrument with
metal strings that are struck w ith two
small hammers by the players.
Hall is a well known local artist,
having played for six months at the
Steak & Brew in Fern Park. Hall also
broke gross sale records at the
· Sheraton Catalina Inn during a four
month run. He has performed at the
Pitcher Hou se on 17-92 and Kilroy's
on SR 50.
"He's very well liked, and he
relates very well to the audience," ·
said Pat Hightower, a%istant. VC
program director. "He's used to
playing on college campuses." Hall
has been playing the college circuit in
New York (Colgate, University of
Syracuse) and Florida (Broward
Community College, the University
of Miami, where a return engagement
is scheduled, and three concerts at
Rollins College).
Hall cap tu res his audiences'
attention as soon as he steps on stage
and gives the impression that he
enjoys being up there entertaining as
much as the audience enjoys listening
to him.
Hall has played in concerts as an
opening act for various musician s:
Jimmy Buffe t , Livingston Taylor,
Don McClean and Harry Chapin, who
gave a benefit last October at Rollins
for Muscular Dystrophy.

·A udience stung
by Beatie tribute
By ARLA FILKO
Asso c iate Editor

compositions in the background.
The resurrection of a legend is no
easy task, and the recent multi-media
presentation of the history of the
Beatles die not even come close to
fulfilling the job.
The show ·traced the history of the
group's career including television
clips of American appearances and
brief followings of individual
members after their breakup was
shown in Orlando Christmas Day and
the day following.
Highly rated and widely advertised
for several weeks before its arrival,
the $3.50 per person laser-augmented
show called "The Beatles Come
Together" drew over 1,000 young
people in their teens and early
twenties to the barn-like American
Legion Auditorium in downtown
Orlando.

Lacking any narrative, it was left
to the viewer to make sense of the
road-show documentary , as it was
billed . Random film shots of Beatie
interviews, the Hare Krisna
movement which influenced George
Harrison, John Lennon and Yoko
Ono talking about drug charges and
allusions to the rumor that Paul
McCartney was dead proved to be at
times boririg , incoherent and
acoustically abominable.

•

The Beatles were an explosive
talent and left an indelible mark on
American pop and rock music
culture. It's unfortunate a
professional production cannot be
organized to tell both visually and
musically, with quality, their
unprecedented story.

Three white screens in front of the
auditorium bounded on either side
by two speakers featured squiggles of
red laster lights for twenty minutes
before the pieced together film
began.

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS

Beatlemania was sweepint the
British Isles in 1963 when the Beatles
made their first appearance in the
United States. Highlights from their
rrrst bow on the Ed Sullivan TV show
yellowed with age, shots fr~m later
concerts showing police holding back
screaming throngs, and pictures of
album covers were loosely strung
together with Lennon and McCartney
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Big ape tanted, exploited in newest 'King -K ong'
By BILL PIEPER
S pecial Writer

Were you enthralled by the raw
terror of the original King Kong? If
so, you may not be entirely pleased
by the Dino De Laurentiis remake of
the film classic about the big ape.
In his attempt at outgrossing the .
man-eating killer shark in "Jaws," De
Laurentiis forgot one important
point - you cannot replace strong
negative emotion with intellect.
True, there is a wide variety of
emotions ecpressed · in the new
version - such as the love of the
leading lady for King and any other
male within sight. But De Laurentiis's
flick is watered down with an
overabundance
of · s ocial
commentary.
For instance, one of the main
underlying themes of the film is the
follies of American commercialism
and the damage it inflicts on the lives
of the people in the movie and Kong.
Applicable to this theme is the
discovery of Kong and the havoc
wrought as a result. In the 1933
original version , Kong is found by a
wacky movie producer who is
interested in filming a legendary
monster who turns out to be very
much alive.
However, in the 1976 version, a
petroleum scout for a gigantic
American petroleum corporation,
who is searching for a huge untapped
deposit of oil to end the United
· States' dependence on fuel from the
Middle East, accidentally stumbles
across the oversized monkey.
In fact, the only person who
suspects Kong exists· before the ape's
discovery (other than the local
inhabitants of the island) is a
bearded , long-haired anthrpologist,
brilliantly played by the versatile and
talented Jeff Bridges, who stows
away on the oil probing vessel.
Further slams are levele d against
big business when Kong breaks out of
his gilded cage after an attempt to
exploit him by the oil tycoons who
seek a profit from the gigantic simian
after they discover there is not a
valuable deposit of oil on Kong's
island. De Laurentiis add s a tough of
poetic justice when Charles Grodin ,
the oil profiteer responsible for
Kong 's capture, is stomped on by t he
gigantic monkey.
The story ends on a classic note of
the wages of greed. Kong is killed,
presumably because of the desires of
a few money mad Americans seeking

I

profit. It is implied that if Kong was
similar, much difference is exhibited
left to live peaceably on his island
in the characterization.
paradise, free from exploitation, he
Grodin, the oil-hungry capitalist, is
would not have been destroyed. Also
similar to the producer in the original
the people he stepped on would still
version, but De Laurentiis paints
be living.
Grodin as the representative of the
Greed also thwarts the marital
true villain in the film - the minions
designs Bridges has on Kong's
of greed - rather ·than a courageous,
beloved, Dawn, played by newcomer . but misguided, hero as is the case
Jessica
Lange. When
the
with the producer in the 1933 film.
ethically-conscious and idealistic
The characterization of the leading
Bridges discovers Dawn's desire for
lady has gone from ridiculous to
fame and material wealth, he
, cynical Rather than the sickeningly
overcomes his physical attraction for
- sweet symbol of the purity of
her and devotes himself to sending
American womanhood Fay Wray
Kong back to his island. After Kong's
portrayed in the original, Dawn is a
death, Dawn calls ple~dingly . to
sensuous disciple fo the material
Bridges across a wave of curious
world. This is permissable in the new
humanity to sonso!e her in her Joss of
version because the moral restrictions
the huge gorilla. B"ridges, after long
put on the 1933 film have been cast
mo ments of agonizing decision,
away. There is one important parallel
decides to ignor<; her plea and grieve
between Ms. Wray and Ms. Lang for Kong by himself.
their love of Kong, which cannot be
Although the centrl plot in the
totally corrupted by minks and
two versions of the story are highly
chinc~s.

The idealistic young professor,
played by Bridges, is the main
character that departs the most from
the 1933 original. The closest parallel
to Bridges in the earlier film is a
gutsy he-man who loves Fay Wray.
Bridges fulfills th.is function, but
rather than being the producer's
righthand man as is the case in the
original, the anthropologist is the
.antithesis of Grodin, the oil hunter.
Bridges shuns the materialism
embraced by Grodin, and never
hesitates to insult and condemn the
businessman's greed. Grodin, on the
other hand, tries his best to exploit
Bridges as he has exploited Dawn and
Kong, to no avail
Although there is plenty of blood
and gore, the incessant moralizing
inherent in the movie limits the
feelings of horror and revulsion that
could be experienced otherwise. In
fact, the fable-like format of the film

makes otherwise terrifying sequence
quite funny and laughable.
De Laurentiis did a fine job in
updating the 1933 horror flick to
reflect the language and dress of •
current times, but again his heavy use
of. social commentary did much to
mar an otherwise superior monster
movie.
Despite the heavy-handed rhetoric,
the film had many good points. The
cinamatography was excellent,. the
editing was superb and the
spine-tingling soundtrack often put
the viewer on the edge of his seat.
The technical effects were also
good, but Kong's mechanical nature
was revealed many times when he
performed some full-shot actions that _
did not appear exactly natural.
However, when the camera
concentrated on the ape's face, the .
. viewer had to think that he was
watching a real gorilla.

JOHN SEXTON'.S

LSAT
PREPARATION CENTER

CONTINUALLY UPDATED CURRICULUM
reflecting changes in the LSAT. · · .
·
SUPERIOR FACULTY of attorneys and
educators 'with years of experience with the
LSAT.
SPECIALIZ·ED INSTRUCTION offering " Intensive preparation by "teams Ot experts '1n
each part of .the examination.
UNIQUE CURRICULUM involving a substantive plan for attacking each question-type.
COUNSELING for law school admissions by our
staff at no extra _charge. .
BEFORE DECIDING,
.
CA.LL OR WRITE i=OR OUR BROCHURE.
Tampa - 1..01 N. Westshore Blvd.
.i;·

Suite 111; 33607, 872-7006

11icl1ol1r
alle"I
_llOCK•DISCO
' ~E ~EST LIGHTE~
OANCE FLOOR
· 'IN THE SOVTHEASTI.

TUESDAY NIGHTS:
FREE ADMISSION~
WITH COLLEG~ ID'S
70 WESTAMELIA AVENUE AT 1-4
DOWNJOWN ORLANDO .

FTU students to participate
in inter-collegiate tournaments
By JEAN PARTEE

on the following dates:
-Bridge Jan. 12-19 (sign up Jan. 6-11)
-Table Tennis Jan. 11-21. (sign up Jan. 6-11)
For the first time, FTU students will have an
=Foosball Jan. 17-24 {sign up Jan. q _-14)
opportunity to participate in regional and national
-Billiards Jan. 24-Feb. 4 (sign up Jan. 19-21)
inter-collegiate tournaments this year in chess, bridge and
According to Glickman, FTU will have representatives
table tennis.
at the regional and national levels in all of these categories.
-Foosball (table soccer) and billiards will also be included "We are hoping to have big turnouts for the local
in the activities, said Mark Glickman, Village Center (VC) tournaments," he said, adding, "We want to send some very
program director.
·
competent representatives to the upper leve l "tournaments."
Local tournaments will be held on campus throughout
_ For the past few years, FTU has held local tournaments
January and February. Glickman said that rust, second and 1 but has never participated in regional and national
third place trophies will be awarded. Regional tournaments tournaments, Glickman said. There was not enough money
will also be held at Hillsoborough Community College in and the local tournaments were not held early enough in
Tampa, Feb. 10-12, and the national tournament will be in the year to meet the qualifying deadlines for the upper level
Reno, Nev.
toµrnaments.
According to Glickman, the VC will pay registration
The tournaments are sponsored by the Association of
fees and transportation cost for any FTU participants who College J.Jnion-lnternational (ACU-I), of which FTU is a
make it to either the regional or ,;,ational tournaments.
member. The ACU-I is a professional organization for
The local tournaments will be open to all FTU faculty, college unions.
.
.
staff, alumni and community members, but they will not be
Persons can register 'for the tournaments at the
eligible to represent the university at the upper-level information desk in the VC program department, VC 203.
tournaments, Glickman said. But he added they will be The registration fee for local tournaments is $1 per person.
eligible to win prizes and trophies on the local level
'
Glickman said if enough interest is displayed in this
The chess tournament, which began last quarter, is in j year's tournaments. FTU hopes to add the categories of
the third of five rounds with 20 persons participating, 1 bowling and frisbee throwing to next year's tournament
Glickman said. Tournaments for the other categories will be . categories. .
Speci,al Writer

Photo by Bernal Schooley
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For clergy, lay leaders

Church leadership workshop .slated
A program stressing . church
leadership is the basis for a unique
workshop to be conducted Jan. 29 at
FTU for all Central Florida clergy
and lay leaders.
The Florida Foundation for
• Economic Education for Clergy,
(FFEEC), will be sponsoring the
workshop. Originally directed by
FTU President Charles M. Millican at
the University of South Florida, the
-FFEEC is now under the direction of
Dr. James A. Xander, assistant
professor of economics. Dr. Newel W.
Comishl FTU professor of business

administration, will be the senior
instructor at the workshop. Assisting
will be the Rev. Darrell K. Wolfe,
president of Anna Publishing Co.
The workshop will last one day
and is designed to train church
leaders in ways to motivate total
leadership in their congregations. The
· fact that larger churches often find
themselves in trouble is attributed to
a lack of leadership within the
clergy-laity team, said Xander.
"Some clergy men are better at
· being a Jack-of-all-trades," Xander
said. He also said that in most

Noted silversmith to
display nriginal jewelry
•
>-

I

Noted silversmith Susan ~avedon
Pinault will be featurmg her
comprehensive line of handcrafted
sterling silver jewelry Jan. 10-12 from
10 a,.m. to 4 p.m. on the Village
Center Green and Patio.
Ms. Pinault' s display will include a
complete range of items priced from
$1 to $50, including rings, earrings,
chokers, pendants, necklaces and
bracelets for both men and women.
Many feature unusual, semi-precious
stones and other accents such as
turquoise , coral, mother-of-pearl,
hand-made ceramic and wood beads.
All the designs arc original and
executed by Ms. Pinault and custom
orders are accepted and customers
are encouraged to design their own
pieces.
'
Ms. Pinault, now a residen t of the
mountain area at Laurel Springs,
N.C. , is a graduate of the University
of Massachusetts. Although mostly
self-taught, Ms. Pinault did study
privately under a local Boston
silversmith and has completed
advanced courses in casting and ·
metalwork at the Brookfield Craft

Cent~r in Connecticut. Ms. Pinault
exhibits her work full time at
professional craft shows throughout
the East Coast from Maine to
Florida, including periodic visits to
various college campuses. In addition,
she has taught silversmithing at the
Henry O. Peabody school in
Norwood, Mass. Her work has earned
several awards.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNIT'f

CHANCES ARE, junior zoology major Jan Silveus may have
· her sights set a little higher than just the 10 ball in the
corner pocker. This year, for _the first time, FTU students
will be able to compete intercollegiately in sports such as
foosball, chess, table tennis and, of course, billiards.
.

churches though, there seems to be a ·
lack of coordination.
Annual conferences are held each
spring for all clergy men, Xander
said, but the workshop, which was
organized on!y once before five years
ago, is relatively new ..
The workshop, Xander explained,
will include in its agenda some
lecture, but it will be kept to· a
minimum. Also, small groups will be
formed so that church problems
associated with each participating
church can be analyzed and
discussed.
In discussing the various church
problems, clergy men will be asked to
specify their · goals and the methods
at which they want to achieve these
goals, Xander said. He stated that he
hopes the workshop will add another
dimension to the annual conferences,
namely managem e nt and economic
information.

ut
Auto Insurance
For College Students
.

.

ews

0 0

0

·

_We'd like to insure your car. Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young drivers.
Who are we? Criterion Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering you important benefits like
these: convenient payment plans, country-wide claim serfvice,
driver training discounts and a wide ehoice of coverages to
protect you and your car. Criterion is licensed in the District of
Columbia and every state except Massachusetts. ·
Like to know more? Call or visit us today for a free, personal
rate quotation and complete information. There's no obligation,
of course. And we'll be glad to answer your questions about auto
insurance.

Richardson· Insurance
3131 Corrine Drive
Phone .645-1488

£

~0

Criterion

..CC..Li-- - -......(5-...,,.,,.... ~~::i:,~~~!,,?h~!:1;!'::::~
0

I FeotUring -Live Entertoinlnent 1
:

Stuff Envef"opes

and Disco At the Caboose
From ·8:00 - 2:00

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin 'Street
Boston, Mass. 02110

STEAK HOUSE AND LOUNGE
-1

•
SPECIALIZING IN

• PIZZA • SPAGHETTI • SANDWICHES
r - - - - - - - - W I T H THIS C O U P O N i - - - - - - - - .

SOCOFF

$1 OFF

ANY SMALL PIZZA

ANY LARGE PIZZA

666 S . Orlando Ave.
3604 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park

:

644,,, 1551 .
671-3553

EXP IR ES FEB. 28, 1977

140 Fernwood Boulevard
Fern Park. Florida 32730
·LOCATED NEXT TO JAl~ALAI
·

Phone 305/831-8822

I
1

1
1

1

Private Parties Welcom;EAVY WESTERN BEEF, AND ·I

I

COCKTAILS SERVED u9y THE POUND"
IN MASON JARS IN THE ATMOSPHERE I
I
QF A BY-GONE _ERA. THE FINEST DANCING
AND ENTERTAINMENT IN CENTRAL . FLORIDA . . ·

''"Purveyors of the finest in
~
Food, SJ?.iriis, and E nl.ertainment"

I.
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Congress jllnk~ $100 tuition tax credit
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Strapped by tuition and cost of•
living increases, many students and
their families were looking for a tax
break last summer to provide relief
from the high cost of going to school
·Congress was rewriting the tax ,
laws and one move.considered - and,
at one poin:t, approved by the Senate
- was a tuition tax credit. This
proposal would have allowed
taxpayers to subtract a small portion
of the money they spent on tuition
and fees - initially, up to $100-from ·
their tax bill
The House didn't include the
proposal in their tax bill, however,
and the credit was eventually
cl.topped from what was to become
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. For
students, nothing changed.
The original Senate proposal was
sponoored by- Sen. William Roth,
R-DeL, and provided a $100 tax
credit for tuition and fees beginning
next year, with stepped increases of
$50 bringing the credit to a $250
maximum bv 1980. Total cost for
the ill-fated· credit was estimated at
$1.1 billion per year by the time the
credit reached the $250 maximum.
The Roth proposal was by

means a universally agreed upon '
boon for students, with some critics
arguing that the money was poorly
targeted while others charged that it
stood in the way of genuine tax
reform. Still others claimed the
tuition credit was so small as to be
nothing more than a political sop to
middle income families and a way of
diverting ' pressure away from the
deep rooted crisis in financing higher
education.
The Roth proposal consequently
left students in a bind: whether to
push for far reaching tax reform, seek
to modify the proposal to make it
more equitable and effective, or
simply line up at the Internal .
Revenue Service for a dip in the tax
till.
It was a short lived dilemma. When
the House Senate conference junked
the tuition credit, students were left
exactly where they were when the
debate started: with no tax break, no
tax reform, and facing the prospect
of ever increasing educational costs.
Arguing for the tuition credit,
Roth said, "It is readily admitted
that the fastest rising cost in
education. It seems to me it is time

Wildlife ·d irector
to speak Jan. 13Carelton Teate, director of the
Florida Injured Wildlife Institute at
Melbourne, will bring to the FTU
campus Jan. 13 an informative
presentation on the different types of
poisonous snakes and insects. ·
James K. Eller, FTU's · safety
officer, states that "Teate is a very
knowledgeable and all-round super
guy." Teate has assisted doctors in
the treatment of patients who have
been bitten by a poisonous animal
and .a lso has experience from working

with Ross Allen and his snakes.
According to Eller, "Teate is an
authority on snake bites, poisonous
insects and their treatment." In his
presentation Teate will talk about
both the rattle and coral snakes, two
of thymost common snakes found in
the Orlando area. ·
The presentation, sponsored by
the safety department, will be held in .
the Engineering Building room 351 at
1 p.m. Eller highly urges people to
attend this one.l)our lecture,

w_e gave a recogniition to middle
working _Americans and help them
send their children to college."
Reformers acknowledged the
financing crisis in higher education
but criticized the proposal as a
backdoor approach which did not
confront the fundamental problems
of financing education. ·
"I find senators this afternoon
voting to spend money through the
Internal Revenue Code for social
puiposes that they would never
support if the same amount of
money were involved in addition to
the budget," Budget Committee
_Chair Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, said.
Other critics h ave arg ued the
proposal would provide little or no
relief for those most in need: lower
income families and independent
students. Some of these critics have
claimed a much more effective
strategy would be to add the $1.1
billion onto the Basic Grants
prog)Cam, thus expanding eligibility
for the program and increasing grant

maximums.
In one curious twist on the
concept of reform Sen. Charles
Mathias, R-Md., argues in favor of the
tuition credit precisely because so
many tax breaks already went to the
wealthy.
"Adoption of this amendment will
give a small benefit to a very large
group of taxpayers who will be
footing the bill for so many of the
tax breaks the Senate has seen fit to
give to business and high income
indivuduals," said Mathias. "Low and
middle income citizens also deserve
the favorable consideration of the
Senate."
All the cries for reform and calls ·

for aid to students and their families,
however, got students nowhere.
"Only the wealthy can afford to
send their children through college
without imposing a great financial
strain on the en tire family," said
Mathias. "Lower and middle income
families must rely on student
financial aid, bank loans and
work-s:tudy programs."
"The record demonstrates that
these. are not sufficient to meet the
costs of education," continued
Mathias. "As a result, families are •
thrown into debt, or a student
graduates from college with a
rmancial burden that must be carried
an· for years.,,

f ·ind A Roommate
•• .In the. mcuketpiace

the matketplcu:e
tfot salel
Must Sell! 74 Honda XL 175.
Low mileage, excellent cond.
$400 l,flcl. Helmet. 671-3036.

FOR SALE 678-3324
Double waterbed, frame and
headboard
$30; stereo tuner
Amp. 65 watts. Allied $45.;
turntable automatic garrard iab
65 $30.

LAKEFRONT ACREAGE

For Sale. Auto cassette Teac
AC 9
complete
with
pause,
Six acres with 250 ft. on water . .
rewind,
fastforward
$50.00.
Beautifully wooded. Clear and
Audiovox FM converter $15.00. _
c I ean.
Convenient
to
FTU.
' Inquire Alafaya Trail Apts. No.
$21,500.
IL;
Tom Risher Brokerage
Realtor 365-5654
ACREAGE

EARN
UP TO $3000 PER
SEMESTER OR MUCH MORE!
Campus Reps wanted to post
distribute for commission. Lines
guaranteed to sell. Aggressive,
motivated persons. Few hours
. weekly. Send re.s ume, $2, for job
description,
info
sheets,
application
forms,
post
&
handlg. Upon acceptance receive
coding number,
memb.' ca rd,
work manual free . . With first
weekly
commission
check
receive your $2 back. WRITE:
Nationwide College Marketing

.Cwant~CJ

Hide - a - way?
Suburban?
Country? We have a variety of
parcels to consider. Some with
0

YOU ARE INVITED.
TO

...OPE. LUTHERAN 'CHURCH
2600 N. Dean Rd.
9:15 a.m. Sunday-Family Christian Education Hour~
10:30 a.m. Sunday-Worship
Lance A. Netland, Pastor, 678-2011
Member United Campus Ministry Team, FTU

, e,.~~~u ~~kefr~r;.1f. 51~~sd~~oms o~~
· acre to 100 acres. Please call
Tom
Risher.
671-0078 after
hours.

3Jigi6~lf'Cfv'"i!3Jgk~~~?tor

Waterbed

with

pedestal

frame. ·

~~;{~e11~i~ea11 ~1~~a%o1.4°·
. ''Get

A-1-' -;id

Play

but

Soccer"

. ~g~~~r ~i;c~~;s, E2'~1osiaff~~~
Winter Park, FL 32792.
1972 Che'2'.' Vegla. 4-speed, air
· g~~~~tboa7 e
8-i ~~: or make

1 67

671-0503.

'%Tcfc)'.

Gibson EBQ electric bass, list
$350. asking $200. 423--8717.

.•. . .
~
..:·

LAKE PICKETT AREA
5 ACRES
Horse
country-bridle
paths-deeded access to beautiful
pickett.
Over
1000
acres
restrieted to homes $13500.

To3~5~bs~~4 ~r~~f~~ge
671-0078 (Eves.)

C hulubta. Owner will sacrifice.
FHA appraised $24, 750. 2 Bdr.,
1 1/2 bath, central AC/Heat,
carport, garage, large landscaped
lot. 365-3575
ORANGES $2.00 Bu.
671-883·5 Near FTU
Craig AM-FM stereo with 8 track
player-recorder, Gerard
tu r n ta b I e, a n d 2 · b o o k s h e If
· s p e a k e r s . $'I 2 5 . 0 0 , C a 1. I
·277-3063 after 5·:00 p.m.
'
·
1967 VW custom bug. Only one
I ike it in Central Florida.
Excellent Cond. 671-4939.
Small refrigerator! Used 3
months - great condition! Good
elorm weekend-saver! Only $85.
Call Marty, 273-1307.

..

Schwin. continental ten speed.
Excellent shape. Just rebuilt. 25
inch frame. Contact Scott
Eveland: 3413 Lariat Lane,
Haystacks, Apt. 19. After 5.

.college

MGB-72
Excellent condition •
41,000 miles, Michelin tires. Top
has new window. $2,000 - or
be_st offer. 851-2178.

~ - ·
;.;. ·
. ~~ -.. .

.

-. · .

·

·,
.

.. ~-

Masteb

Wanted,
Toy
Trains, Lionel,
American
Flyer,
Marklin,
Fleishman and other Tinplat.
305/855-0904
after
5 . or
weekends. ,
Golden
Retriever
(female,
9
months old) needs good home
with large fenced i\'ard. Prefer
~'}i~'j' ~~~hts. chi dren. Call

Single water ~d with frame, pad
&
everything. Call 2595 or
94'5-5]J!O.

~~~i~rsbo~~~rv1i~).o~ox

. '4~etv·I~~~IMPORTANT
STUDY
ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT:
Limited openings remain on CFS
accredited
Spring
1977
Academic
Year
Programs
commencing Spring Trimester.
Early acceptance is now open
for Fall '77, Winter, Spring '78

~ra f ~~:~~~ :77~~~i !~ M~~j~';';':

Florence, Perugia, Copenhagen,
Amsterdam,
Vienna,
Geneva,
England for qualified applicants
in languages, all subjects incl.
int'! law.• business. All students
in
go o d
st a n ding
e I i g ib I e-- Freshmen,
Sophomores,
Juniors, Seniors, Grads. Good
faculty
references,
self-motivation, sincere, interest
in study abroad, int'! cultural
exchange count more with CFS
than
grade; point.
For
a pp Ii cations/information:
CENTER
FOR
FOREIGN
STUDY/AV
ADMISSIONS
DEPT,
N/216
S.
State/Box
606/Ann
Arbor,
MICH
48107/(313) 662-5575.
p ist-Exper ienced ·. fn
all··
phases of work. H3M 5€1ectric
for professiona I resu Its. Paper
supplied. On campus until ·noon.
Please call Susie Weiss after 1 :00
at 678-3481.
'

· -•(y

RESEARCH PAPERS
Thousari:ds on file. Send $1.00
for your 192-page, mail order
catalog. - 11322 ,)d(iho
Ave.,
206H,
Los
Ar:lgeles,
Calif.
90025. (213) 477-8474.

J,1g!nC'a1\nJa~~t h2o7ry~73~%~

1384,

WANTED, couples or individuals
interested in second or third
income, part-time, in their own
. home
earning.
from
$100/$1000 per month. CALL
for appointment ONLY. Phone
855--4816 .

46

8

~9~D~ x ~~9<:nt~ 9 7:hJ~:i'b~

~b~~~n $~~8ern~~ 0 ~s~i~~

, ,Tear after year, semester
I after semester, the .
CollegeMaster®from
Fidelicy Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster®
Field Associate
in your area:

Female
roommate.
Private
bedroom.
$65
&
Utilities.
277-2774.

MEET THE KIND OF PEOPLE
LIKE! Choose by seeing a
closed circuit videotape ·of them
as they talk about themselves,
their likes and dislikes. Private
and confiden-tial-find out more!
Visit
or
call
VIDEO
INTRODUCTIONS of Orlando:
, 1010 Exe"t:utive Center Drive,
1 Suite
219.
Phont 894-0053.,
Open Saturdays · FIRST 15
C A L L E R S
R E' C E I V E
DISCOUNT.

· vou

. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER
Sell
Brand
Name
Stereo
Components at lowest prices.
H~hprnf~;NOINVESTMENT

REQUIRED.
For
details, .
contact: FAD Components, Inc.,
20 _Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New
Jersey _07'006
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6884

lh~le w~ntedl
Advertising sales personnel - no
experience
required.
Flexible
hours. Call 275-2865. Future
Office. .
The Great Southern Music Hall
Concert
and
Film
House.
Part-time
openings
for
concession and security. Night
work
only. $2.50/hour. Call
423-2308 for appointment.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND - Young male Husky in
FTU vicinity. Call 365-5265 and
identify.

more

. Written, revised, typed -- your
notes or mine. Master's .English.
671-8998 or 67$-7895.

FOR RENT

: Housemate WTD. OWTI bdrm.
Lot of room close to FTU
$58.33 + 1/3 of Utl., 1834
· Will type a·i1 inat;;r·ia1s. Ter.:,:;: ·' Pineview Cir., W.P. or see Ofelia
"" papers, etc. Paper supplied.· Call
or Lona at 3rd Floor F/A Bldg.
\;,' ~75-7962.
.
evenings.

FTU-Rollins co.n test sold oUt
By_DALE DUNLAP
·

Sports Editor .

Knight fans who wish to attend the FTU-Rollins rivalry next Saturday in
thynew FTU gynasium would be well advised to get there early.
According to Dr. Jack O'Leary, FTU director of athletics, the con-test has
been "sold out" and no tickets will be sold to students as was the case last year.
FTU students will gain entry only with their FTU identification card on a first
come, first serve basis.
There is a good possibility students will be turned away de spi te the
availibility of 2,474 seats in the new facility.
O' Leary said that 600 tickets were given to Rollins College to distribute to
the ir student body while additional tickets were turned over to FTU Booster
Club members and season ticket holders. This could present a problem for FTU
students who cannot get there early enough for the 8 p.m. contest. A capacity
crowd is expected.
For those who don't make it in person, Channel 24, for the third year, will
televise the game live .and in its entirety starting at 8 p.m.
Steven M. Steck, executive vice president and general manager of Channel 24

said, "Viewer response to las.t year's program was rewarding and helped in the
decision to carry the event again this season."
O'Leary said that the education complex itself will not be completed on Jan.
15, but that efforts were taken to push tfie completion of the gymnasium and
locker room facilities so that the Knights could open their new gym against k, 1,,, _...,.,_....._
cross-town rivals, Rollins.
At one point it seemed the complex would be set back when it was reported
that a water pipe had broken and flooded the edifice. However that report was
dispelled by O'Leary. "It was a water pipe that led to one of the water fountains
and there was some leakage, but the leak was repaired ... and I have been told
the gym will be ready on the 15th," he explained.
The Rollins Tars will bring a rebuilding club into the new gym . They'll be led
by 6-foot-5 forward Gary Parsons and their astute mentor Ed Jucker. It will be _ _ _ _....__
The Knights ·second conference game ef the season. They will face Rollins again
DR. JACK O'LEARY:as~.!':~:~ ~:~o~~ Feb. 26 which will be both teams' last game of the 1976-77
-gym will be ready _

.Clark scares 31'

Knights chill Northmen
By DALE DUNLAP
Sporfs Editor
and

RICHARD NELSON
Sports Writer

The FTU basketball team used a
balanced scoring attack and a stingy
zone defense
to overwhelm
Northwood Institute of Midland,
Mich. 115-74 Tuesday night at
Winter Park High School The win
put the Knight's record at 8-1 for the
season.
Bo Clark was the game's high
scorer with 31 poiknts, while Jerry
Prather and Cal Lingelbach added 20
a pie ce.
FTU assistant coach Ray Ridenour
said the team's quickness ·and speed
was the main reason for FTU's
lopside d victory.
"We ju st got it going with our
speed and our quickness that Coach
Clark broug ht early in our progra m,"
said Ridenour. FTU's sp eed and
quickness were certainly e vide nt
during the game's opening moments
as the Knights used fo ur fast breaks
to ope n the game with a 10-0 lead.
And wh ile the Knights were
running the Northmen into the
ground with fas t breaks and the
outside shooting of Clark, their
defense shut off the Northmen's
inside game as F TU held Northwood
In stitute · to just 20 points with 5:20
left in the first half.

Photo by Bernal Schooley

BO CLARK, 23, the Knights leading scorer with an average
of 24.5 points per game, goes up for two against 6-foot-6
Dave Johnson of Northwood Institute of Midland Michigan.

•

Berkery . paves w-ay
for matmen win
By JULIE HYATT
Special Writer

•

FTU's Pete Berkery defeated his opponent John Hollis in a heavy weight class
wrestling match to give FTU the winning edge over Richmond University
grapplers Tuesday night and ex tended their record to five wins and one loss.
. Berkery never los t control of the match as he scored two takedowns and a
near fall in shutting out his opponent 8-0. The final score of the match was FTU
25, Richmond University 19.
"We wrestled good but not our best . " FTU Coach G erald Gergle y said
afterwards. "This team (Spiders) is a great deal improved from last year. We shut
them out last year so we weren't really prepared for them m entally."
·"Pete did a good job in winning though," G ergley added. "The win brought
us up after our loss last night."
That loss, the only lo ss FTU has suffered, came Monday night against
Division I University of North Carolina by the score o f 24-14.
FTU opened the match with a pin by Haruki Kawamuki (118), 42 seconds
into the 1s t period. The Knights the n won two out of the next three matches.
Vernon Moody (126) defeated his opponent Mike Smith by a score of 8-4 and
Pete Konter (142) won over Rick Joyce 6-3. Scott Sherman (134) lost in his
match to Ju stin Green 7-3.
The overall score pulled .closer by the Spiders when FTU's Tre y Bake r (150)
was pinned by Richmond's wrestler Stew Parrish. The score now was 12-9 FTU
with five matches to go.
But the Knights bounced back quickly when Rich Dombrowski, FTU's top
wrestler, pinned his opponent, Robbie Laman, with 28 seconds remaining in the
rrrst period.
John Theders extended the Knight grappler's good fortune by defeating his
opponent 10-4. But· things got close once again when FTU's Ray Barker lost to
Steve Crorker 9-1 and Dan Lopez, who was filling in for the injured Al Lloyd,
was pinned by Richmond's Bill Viecie . That set the s?ge for Berkery's crushing
defeat of his opponent which gave FTU the victory.
The Knights met Mankato State last night in what Coach Gergley described as
a very tough match. Next week the Knights will wrestle the University of
Geoxgia, Florida Inte rnational Univeristy (FIU) and the University of Nebraska
in a four-team meet scheduled for 1 p.m. in the new FTU gym on its initial
unveiling next Saturday.

"I thought Tyrone Sparrow and
J erry Prather did a sup er job on
inside defense and the players played
we ll together as a team, " said
Ridenour.

The second half was a mirrored
replay of the first, as the Knights
roared to a 61-35 with only 1: 35
having elapsed. Once again FTU ran ·
to daylight; their superior speed and
quickness was too much for the
Northmen.
The passing combination of
Prather to Sparrow accounted for
two fast breaks in a row, the last one
being topped off with a Sparrow
dunk shot.
FTU pulled the game so far out of
reach that first year Northmen coach
Pat Miller and his team were assessed
three technical fouls during the
contest. Miller later apologized for
his emotional behavior and said. "But
the officiating was so poor. It
wouldn't have made any difference
anyway."
D efe n sive standouts for the game
were Sparrow and Lee Riley, who
blocked nine shots close to the
Northmen basket.
With 5: 51 to go in the game Clark
emptied his bench to a mighty
ovation by so m e 1,000 hometown
fans.
Leading scor er for the Northmen
was Dave Johnson with 18 points,
while C harles Ford, a 5-foot-8 guard
from Lansing, Mich. added 1 7. The
Northwood In sti tute center Dedrick
Reffigee, 6-foot- 1 0, 140 pounder
from Detroit, struggled with eight
points and played like a confu sed
traffic cop as Prather, Riley and
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Sparrow baffled and frustrated him
with drives and baseline shots.
The Knight's next game will be
Monday against Aquinas College at
the Winter Park gym at 8 p.m. On
Wednesday the FTU cagers tip-off
their Sunshine Stilte competition
with Eckert College. Game time is at
9 : 30 p.m. at the Winter Park g ym . .
Ridenour said about the upcoming
Eckerd contest: "We open up our
conference schedule with Eckerd,
they're 8-0, and we're scar ed to death
of the m ."
The Knights effectively · boxed the
Northmen from the offensive boards,
usually limiting the opposition to
only one sho t at the basket.
During several_ mo men ts in the
anti-climatic contest, the offic ials
raised the ire of the FTU fans,
particularly on drives by the
Nortl1wood Institute team w h en
Prather and Sparrow blo cked shots
and were called fo r fo uls.

FTU lifter
sets 3 111arks
DON ABRAHAMSON,
FTU's leading weightlifter
and weightlifting coach,
broke three Junior Olympi~
American Records in the
featherweight category in
the
Regional Junior
Olympic . Championships
and Open Novice Contest
held in Vero Beach last
week.
For
his
efforts
Abrahamson was awarded
the
meet's Outstanding
Lifter A ward. He now holds
2 2
re cords in
state
competition and 4 national
standards in two weight
categories.

Lady Knights falter in nationals
The FTU Women's volleyball team placed ninth in a 24
team competition at the AIA W Small College Nationals in
' Malibu, Calif. Dec. 8-11.
The Knights were elminated by the University of San
Diego as the FTU squad was too small to stay with the
taller San Diego. The Knights fell by identical 5-15 scores.
Commenting on the team's performance. FTU spiker
Sandy Gast said the players just were so excited about
going to California that they did not concentrate properly.
She also added that FTU was at a disadvantage being one of
the smaller teams in the tournament.
"Hippie" Millares, FTU defensive standout, said, "We

should have been second or third in the tourn ament at
least. "
The Knigl).ts started the tou~ament seeded eighth with
their first match being against Mansfield College (Pa.). FTU
was sluggish against Mansfield ; but the team still managed
to edge_them 15-9, 15- 10.
The Knights next played College of St. Catherine, St.
Paul. Minn. which had previously disposed of the University
of San Diego in three 11:ames.
FTU jumped out t"O ~ large lead to win the first game,
but the taller St. Catherine team came back to win the
match 4-15, 15-13, 15-12. ·
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Rollins· Game

LEISURE

-CLASSES

FREEll

SCH-EDULE:

Backpacking·.&· C~mpirig- - .Tues, . 4-5 p.m. students - $t2.00/n~n~studerits ~ $11.00
Horse~ack R1d ing.- '.Flrs~ Meeting; Jan. l1, 7 p. m. stud~nts -$35.00/non-stud~nts · $40. 00 ·
~ Batik I - Wed~ 1:-30:9:.00 $ld~00/$15.00

.
Photogr_aphx_ I - Tues. 1-1 O p.m. $20-, 00/$25.00
Photography rt -Thurs. 7c10 p~m. $20.00/$25.00
,

. Karate. I - Tues. 6: 30-8:00 $12.00/$17.00
·Karate .11 ~ Thurs. 6: 30-8:00 $12.00/$17.00 .
Judp- Wed. 7:00-8:30 $12.0_Q/$17.00

. ceramics 1. - Thurs.. 7-9 p.m. $20.00/$25.00°"'
Yog~i - Tues. & Thurs. 7-9 p.m. $20.00/$25.0
'Bicycle Repair Wed. 4-5 p,m.$iO.OQ/

$15 .oo

GAMEROOM
.

H-RS~

.

. Bridge - Jan. 12 & 1Q Sign up .Jan: s;10. . . -..
Table Tennis - Jan. 11-21 Sign up Jan. a~:1b."
'·f:~~sbaU - j~n: - 1-7:24 Sign u~ Jan. 12~-i4~ : -..~.
Billiards - J .a n: 24-Feb. Sign up Jan. 19-21 . .
.·..$1.~0 registration fee; no_nrefundable.

9 fl.M. -11 P.M.

1 P.M. -11 P.M.

MON. - FRI.
)flt- SUN .

CINEMA CLASSIQUES=
11

The Old .Man and the Sea,.

WED. · JflN. ·1Q

8=30 P.M.

WINTER QUARTER CAl.,.ENDARS AND f'IOVIE CARDS ARE IN~

EN. flUD.

(PICK YOURS UP AT THE V,C, MAIN DESK)

